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VISION
SHALVA’s vision is a strong and peaceful community, where every woman is 
safe in her home or relationship.

MISSION
SHALVA supports Jewish women experiencing and healing from domestic 
abuse, through counseling, supportive services, and community education.



SHALVA’s Process and Results



Journey to High Performance
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1. Design 
Theory of 
Change 

2. Prototype 
and Assess

3. Develop 
Tools

4. Implement 
Data System

5. Create 
Visual 

Dashboards

6. Sustain & 
Improve: 

Staff/Board 
Training and Use

Plan

Do

Study

Act



SHALVA’s Learning Goal through Data

SHALVA is shifting toward meaningful and real-time data, information, and knowledge.

The overarching goal of this effort is learning for continuous improvement.  

SHALVA believes in high performance and believes that the journey will lead to helping 
more women, in more ways.

We are focused more on meaningful data use
from the resulting inputs and outcomes

and less on less meaningful data accumulation 
based on what might be interesting.



KPI Dashboard



Community Education Dashboard



Clinical/Legal Survey Dashboard



What We Learned



What we’ve Learned – our “ahas”

(Pitfalls to avoid along the journey to high performance)

Culture Change is Dynamic

• Gain buy-in

• Harness clarity  

• Know the potential and limitations

• Be bold

• Only capture data that you will use 

• Keep staff informed 

• Balance the needs

• Monitor and build in accountability



Technology/Tools are Complex and Dynamic

• External guidance

• Learn to use software tools

• Understand process flow, mapping, and language/jargon

• Methodically test and track

• Know the implications of Survey choices and changes

What we’ve Learned – our “ahas”

(Pitfalls to avoid along the journey to high performance)



Self-Reflection and Small Group Discussion



Culture Change

1. What is your organization’s goal for CQI?

a. To what extent is your organization open to “learning” 

(versus maintaining the status quo)?

b. How can you balance the need for using data in real 

time for external users (funder-driven) vs using for 

internal learning (staff-driven)?

2. Do you have the leadership/staff to support your goal(s)?

a. Who are the internal champions that can help you 

identify use cases/gain clarity around purpose?

b. How might you collaborate across staff to effectively 

use data for decision-making?

c. What structure can you implement to keep staff 

informed about the process throughout, and to gain 

buy-in, trust and patience? 

Self-Reflection and Small Group Discussion

Technology/Tools

1. Where are your technical strengths and where do you 

need additional training?

a. Theory-of-Change development

b. Client survey development

c. Excel, Salesforce, Tableau

d. Data visualization/dashboards 

2. How are your project management skills?

a. Mapping fields from one system to another 

before duplicating (eg: from SurveyMonkey to 

Salesforce to data file in Tableau)

b. Anticipating the resulting data and using it to 

work backwards to hone forms (intake, surveys)

c. Data system implementation 



Harvesting the Learning



Reflecting on the Journey to High Performance

Benefits

Structure

Automation

Ease

Clarity

Learning

Improvement

Culture of data use

Staff engagement

Board engagement

CQI professional evolution

Strategic decisions

Technology infrastructure 

Tools

Thoughtful revisions
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